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Bates Affirmative
Poets Invade
Second At
ML David To Finishes
Boston Tourney
Aid UNICEF In their first competition of
For the benefit of UNICEF, a
new "international theme" was
set forth on the top of Mt. David last Thursday. The program,
presented on behalf of the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, consisted of folk songs and dances
from various nations.
At the outset Professor John
Tagliabue performed a Japanese
dance in the garb of an evil
spirit. The spirit frightens a
small boy (portrayed by Brian
Dcevey) who is standing near
by. The boy runs, but the spirit
calls him back to be soothed by
music and song.
His fear is eased by a medley
of African folk songs by David
Dhliwayo and Ali Hcrsi and by
a Japanese ritual dance performed by Yoko Hirasawa. He is
further soothed by poetry readings and by American folk songs.
The conclusion of the unrehearsed, often spontaneous, program was a dance by the placated boy and the now benevolent
spirit.

the season, representatives of the
Bates Debating team compiled a
two won and four lost record at
the Greater Boston Tourney this
past week-end.
Held at MIT the tournament
was unclassified, or open to both
novice and varsity teams.
Defeat Bowdoin
On the topic, Resolved: The
Federal Government should
guarantee an opportunity for
higher education to qualified high
school graduates, the Bates affirmative team of Steve Schaffer
'65 and George Strait '66 defeated Bowdoin, but lost to Eastern
Nazarenc and MIT.
The negative team, Norm Davis '65 and Roy Horwitz '66. also
defeated Bowdoin, but lost to
Harvard and MIT.
In the team results, Harvard
won both the affirmative and
negative divisions. The Bates affirmative, with host MIT not
taking part in the awards, finished second in the competition.
Accompanying the team as a
judge was Mr. Richard Warye of
the Speech department.

Hebrew Courses
Open To Students Phi Beta
A course in the Hebrew language sponsored by the Jewish
Community Center is being offered to Bates students.
Both beginner and advanced
classes are taught by Dr. Arbelli. principal of the Hebrew
School at the center.
The twelve participating Bates
students of several faiths give
varying reasons for their interest in the program. Although
some have had previous training
others have joined simply through
intellectual curiosity. Too, those
interested in th ministry realize
that training in Hebrew or
Greek is essential.
All of the participants, whatever their motives, express their
thankfulness in having joined
the program. If any interested
students would also like to join
this program, they are advised to
see Bernard Gilman '66 or Irwin Flashman '65.

Kappa
Adds Bowie '64
To Membership

The Phi Beta Kappa chapter
of Bates College, the Gamma
Chapter in Maine, has elected
Norman Bowie '64 to membership. At a meeting held last
week, the Bates group considered all seniors whose Quality
Point Ratio for the previous
four semesters averages 3.7 or
more. Bowie was their only selection.
Election to this academic honor society rest primarily on
academic excellence, but service
and general contribution to the
college are also evaluated.

Philosophy Major
Bowie, who is doing Honors in
Philosophy, has achieved a
straight A average in each of the
past three semesters. He has also
served as president of his class
since the Spring of his freshman
year. A member of various committees, including the ConcertDr. Sidney Jackman of the Lecture Series, Bowie is also a
History department will address Varsity Debater for the third
the next meeting of the Student consecutive year.
Education Association. His topic
Election to Phi Beta Kappa afwill be "The Role of the Private
ter the Junior Year is an honor
School in American Education."
which is not voted every year.
The meeting will be held at
A student so honored must be
the home of Professor Cum- considered an outstanding choice
mings, 32 Frye Street, next
who is certain to continue to
Tuesday evening. It will begin
achieve the outstanding scholarat 7:30 p.m.
ship which he has demonstrated
The SEA is comprised primarto date.
ily of students who are interIn the Spring the Bates
ested in going into secondary
school teaching, but club presi- Chapter will meet again to sedent David Zuretti '65 hopes lect other members of the Sethat any and all students who nior class who have completed
wish to listen to Dr. Jackman's a record of outstanding academic achievement.
comments will attend.

SEA Meeting

Student
By Subscription

Faculty Vote Requires Students
To Attend Colloquim Program
At a special meeting last Wednesday the faculty voted to require student attendance
at the Centennial Convocation and Colloquim to be held later this month. The special
meeting was called, and the faculty acted, after the poor student attendance at the convocation program over Homecoming weekend.
Feeling that there must be an*
audience for the over one hun- ized the following schedule for has voted that all students
dred representatives of other Tuesday and Wednesday, No- should attend at least two of the
colleges, and fearful that if left vember 19 and 20. The Convoca- six panels plus the Convocation.
to student choice very few tion is scheduled for the 20th,
Each student will be given an
would attend, the faculty decid- and panels will be held through- opportunity to elect, on a first
ed that they were faced with an out the two days.
come basis, the two panels he
immediate crisis. They authorprefers to attend. Admission
Tuesday at 8 a. m., the regular Tuesday '10 o'clock classes cards, which will be issued —
two for the panel sessions and
will meet. Tuesday at 9 a.m., the
one for the Convocation — in
regular Tuesday 11 o'clock classthe name of each student, will be
es will be held. Classes will be
collected for all functions.
suspended for the rest of the
A cut will be charged against
day.
the student's record in the RegOn Wednesday, the regularly istrar's Office for non-attendance
By NANCY VAIL '66
scheduled 8 a. m. classes are the at each of the two panel sesThe tutorial project in Lewis- only ones which will meet.
sions. An overcut will be aston High School, which began
In the place of classes during sessed against the semester QPR
last year under the auspices of the hours that Centennial activi- of students not at the Convocathe Christian Association, is be- ties are scheduled, the faculty tion.
ing set up again this year. Following the example of the
Northern Student Movement Tutorials, students from Bates will
give free tutoring to secondary
school students.
The need for a project of this
If there seem to be more than ing medical care for the aged?"
typo was determined by the
Bates' own distinguished Degreat number of high school the usual number of bewildered
dropouts in Lewiston. Through faces on campus this Friday (dis- bate Coach and Professor of
the tutoring experience, the tu- counting Bates students who are Speech, Brooks Quimby, will
tors hope to initiate in the stu- just starting, finishing, or mud- then addres the participants on
dents a desire to learn, and to dling through their first "set" of the techniques of discussion and
impress upon them the value of exams) they will probably be- debate, after which they will
continuing with their education. long to some of the two hundred leave the auditorium for panel
Implicit in the tutorial idea is people expected to visit Bates as discussions at both the competion
the necessity of going beyond a part of its Bates League Discus- (Varsity) and exhibition (Nomere academic relationship be- sion Contest and Debate Clinic. vice) levels. These panels will
tween teacher and pupil.
Fifty Maine high schools will be under the general direction of
several outstanding Bates stuBy the time he has reached be represented at this, the fifdent debaters.
high school, a student who has tieth anniversary of the Clinic,
for various reasons had trouble which will be marked by a speEvening events of this year's
with 'his subjects and is not in- cial celebration and the presence program will begin at 5:15, with
terested in school must be given of many distinguished guests.
a dinner for the honored guests,
some incentive — some reason to
The clinic will begin on Fri- which will be sponsortd by the
work. The purpose of the tutor- day afternoon at 2:30, with the Bates College Club, George Menial project is more than just final registration, followed by del '35, president of the club,
helping students to pass their brief meetings of coaches and presiding. The guests will be
courses.
participants in the Little Thea- greeted, via tape recording, by
As last year, tutoring will take ter. Addresses by Mr. Denis Blais A. Craig Baird. a former proplace at the high school on of the AFL-CIO, and Dr. Charles fessor of forensics at Bates, who
weekday afternoons. Tutors, Branch of the AMA will be giv- founded the Bates League in
each teaching from one to three en for the panel discussion: 1913, and originated Internationpupils, will tutor in one subject "What should be the role of the al Debating in the United States.
for one or two hours per week. Federal Government in providWith Professor Baird as their
Evaluation meetings will be held
Debate Coach, several Bates
periodically to help determine
teams were recognized as Nathe effects of the project on the
tional Champions. He has since
students. Mr. Lapointe, a guid- Wednesday. Nov. 6
gone on to gain personal recogance counselor at the high
nition at the University of Iowa
WAA meeting, 6:30-9:00
school, will be available to help
Math Special Help Classes, as one of the nation's foremost
with any problems that arise.
Libbey No. 1 and No. 8, 7:00- forensic authorities.
To supplement the project and
9:00
This anniversary of the Bates
to further stimulate the tutees,
Vespers, Chapel, 9:30-10:00
League will celebrate the restudents will be urged to attend
Proctor meeting, Conference union and recognition of the
the concert lecture series at
Room, 9:00-10:00
members of the first championBates. A reading discussion
ship teams. Bates graduates on
Friday.
Nov.
8
group is also being set up this
these teams include Brooks
Sophomore
Class
Rally,
Alumyear in the high school.
Quimby '18, Clarence Goujd '19,
ni Gym, 7:30-8:15
Interested students will read
Robert Dyer '18, and Russell
Debate Clinic
specified books chosen with the
Taylor '22.
Saturday,
Nov.
9
help of the high school. These
Football at Colby
The League will also honor
books will then be discussed in
Dance, Chase Hall, 8:00-11:45 its coaches who have more than
small groups, enabling the stuten years of experience in the
dents to express their ideas in- Sunday, Nov. 10
Stu-G Freshman Installation, field of debating. Honored among
dividually, thereby awakening
President's Dinner for Stu- these coaches will be Bates
an interest in their potential and
(Continued on page three)
dents from Abroad
,
desire for knowledge.

C. A. Sponsors
Tutorial Course
AtLewistonH.S.

Fifty Maine H S Debaters
Invade Campus Friday

Calendar
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Notes From Underground

WCBB

(The following minutes were men. This motion was passed. A
taken at last week's Student tentative list of the advisors was Tonight
Senate meeting. These meetings drawn up and these faculty 7:30 THE OBSERVING EYE —
"Amphibians" with David
are held on Tuesday evenings members will be contacted to
S. Bonney from Boston's
at six p. m. in the downstairs see if they are willing and availMuseum of Science.
classroom of Libb e y Forum. able to serve as advisors.
These meetings are open to eve8:00 LYRICS AND LEGENDS —
President Ahern then outlined
ryone.)
"Lining out" songs and
the procedure for the future
"Sharpe note" singing are
The first meeting of the Bates meetings of the Senate. Robert's
explained on "Negro ReCollege Student Senate was Rules of Order will be the guide
ligious Music".
called to order by President Rob- to procedure.
ert Ahern at 4:10 p. m. in the
8:30 COURT OF REASON —
Dorfman asked about the proCostello Room of Chase Hall on
"Military Take-Overs in
cedure of making recommendaOctober 30, 1963.
Latin America." Round tations to the Student Conduct
President Ahern opened the
ble discussion with moderCommittee.
President Ahern exmeeting with a few introductory
ator Harry Schwartz of
remarks about the obligations plained that the recommendation
The New York Times.
would be made by the Men's or
and goals of the Senate.
Tomorrow Night
The Senate elected Cris Chris- Women's Judiciary Committee. 7:30 FOCUS ON BEHAVIOR —
The Men's Judiciary Committee
tensen as secretary.
"No Two Alike." New testJim Aikman was elected trea- is made up of the men Senators
ing methods for measuring
and
is
chaired
by
the
Chairman
surer.
and increasing human caof the Men's Council. The WoIt was decided that the Senate men's Judiciary Committee is
pabilities.
meet regularly at 6 p. m. in the made up of the women Senators
downstairs classroom in Libbey and is chaired by the Chairman adjourned at 5:15 p. m.
Forum on Tuesday evenings. of Women's Council.
Respectively submitted,
Gretchi Ziegler was appointed to
Kinney
moved
to
adjourn.
Ruth L. Christensen,
obtain a permanent blue slip for
Ziegler seconded. The meeting
Secretary
this time and place.
Committees
President Ahern then asked
for volunteers for the various
committees. It was decided that
assignments for the Freshman
■Orientation Committee, the Rallies Committee, and the DirecTelstar beamed the first transoceanic telecast, and Tom
tories Committee were unnecesCashman (B.A., 1957) assumed the responsibility for trainsary at this time.
ing personnel and scheduling tours of the antenna complex
The president then suggested
at Andover, Maine. He also spoke to numerous civic and
that the Food Committees be
social groups on the various aspects of Telstar.
designated as part of the Men's
Not all of Tom's assignments have offered him the
and Women's Councils. The
opportunity to participate in a historical event, but as a
Councils would have closer commember of A. T. & T.'s Long Lines Department he is inmunication with the separate
volved in the amazing communications advances of today.
Long Lines is responsible for long distance communicadining hall directors than would
the Senate.
It was further decided that the
treasurer could absorb the duties
of the Budget Committee, making this committee unnecessary.
The committee assignments are:
TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH
Concert-Lecture Series, Linda
Glazier, Ned Brooks; Elections,
Donna Whitney, Ned Brooks;
Publicity, Marilyn Fuller; Transportation, Carol Kinney, Max
Steinheimer (tentatively); Social Activities, Paul Sadlier
(chairman), Howie Dorfman,
Sally M. Smyth, Prudy Grant;
Campus Relations, Bob Ahern;
Extra-Curricular Activities, Jim
Aikman, M. Fuller; Chapel Program, Ned Brooks.
It was decided that the minutes of the Senate meeting
should be mimeographed and
distributed to all the dorms, to
Fiske and Commons, to all the
advisors, and to the Men's and
Women's Councils.
Two More Advisors
The Senate then discussed the
selection of its advisors. Fuller
moved that the Senate choose
two advisors in addition to the
Dean of Men and Dean of Wo-

Guidance
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Miss Evelyn Rahm, representing the U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, will interview men
and women interested in Graduate Training and Careers in
Health Education. There are also
opportunities for summer in-

ternships for undergraduates.
Miss Rahm will be on campus
Friday, November 8. All interested students should sign up immediately at the Placement Office.

Sgt. Clinton Bosworth and Sgt.
Albert Martel will be in Lower
Chase Hall Tuesday, November
8:00 SCIENCE REPORTER — 12 to interview men interested
Weekly report on the lat- in the U. S. AIR FORCE Officer
est news from the rapidly Training Program.
changing world of science.
SENIOR CAREER
9:09 THE OPEN MIND — "What OPPORTUNITIES
Hope for the Fabulous InThe United Church Board for
valid." Weekly public afWorld
Ministries is seeking able
fairs programs.
men and women interested in
Friday Night
7:30 THE HISTORY OF AMER- OVERSEAS SERVICE. Career
ICAN
PHILOSOPHY — and short term opportunities are
"The Genteel Tradition and available for teachers. Those
the Pragmatic Revolt." Col- who are members of a Protestant
lege course for teachers.
Christian Church and are inter8:00 SIR KENNETH CLARK ON ested in this program should
ART — "Goya," the first of
five revolutionary painters, write to Loy L. Long, Personnel
to be discussed by the Secretary, 14 Beacon Street, Bosworld-renowned art critic. ton, Mass.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TOM CASHMAN

+

+

+
"HOTEL HOLLY"
BEST ENTERTAINMENT
IN MAINE
Main Street
Lewiston

+

LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS
10 Lafayette Street
Coin-Operated
DRY CLEANING
GIANT 12 ft LOAD
• Pressing on Premises 5 Min. Walk from Campus

tions, which must be effectively integrated with local services and internal communications systems.
Tom is presently Information Supervisor at White
Plains, New York, where he is responsible for keeping the
Eastern Area Long Lines employees informed of current
telephone developments of local and national importance.
Tom Cashman, like many young men. is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Academic Hoods
Identify School
And Add Color

Havers: World Traveller
And Art Collector

Academic processions have always been colorful occasions.
The line of marching professors,
dressed in robes and hoods, is
one of academia's brighter traditions. While often regarded as
little more than a pain-in-theneck by teachers today, the custom of academic processions and
hoods once served a highly useful purpose.
The gray cloisters of the
twelfth and thirteenth century
universities and monasteries
were brightened by the gaudy
hats that were attached in hoodlike style to the black flowing
robes which protected students
and clerics from the damp coid
of medieval buildings.
With the advent of central
heating, the robes were no longer necessary for warmth, but
the tradition continued.
The
capes and hoods were modified
and special trimmings and linings added.
The academic tradition followed the British to this country in colonial times in a motley array of color. In 1893, one
Colonel McCook of Princeton
University seized upon the idea
of standardizing the academic
regalia so that a scholar's alma
mater was identifiable by the arrangement of college colors on
the heraldic shield of cloth
draped at his back.
Doctor Muller, a Bates professor, says of the tradition that
professors wear on their backs:
"They're an ornament to what
would otherwise be a rather
drab occasion."

Terminal
Barber Shop
"INVITES ALL
BATES STUDENTS"
218 Main Si.
Lewislon
Next to Bus Terminal

Edward S. Newsham in Laboratory (Fullenwider Photo)

Newsham Seeks Freedom,
Intellectual Stimulation
By JUDY MARDEN '66
A new addition to the Bates
faculty in the Chemistry Department is Edward S. Newsham,
formerly an employee of the Dupont Company.
Since both he and his wife are
graduates of Allegheny College
in Pennsylvania, they are familiar with small colleges. "I like
the more intimate contact with
the students," said Newsham.
"At large schools, students seem
to be mostly numbers. Also, I
feel that the caliber of students
at a small college is likely to be
higher than at a larger one.
There is more intellectual stimulation."
Working for Ph.D.
From Allegheny College, Mr.
Newsham entered the graduate
school of the University of Buffalo, to continue his study of
chemistry. He is presently working for his Ph.D., which he expects to receive in February.
His thesis for the degree is entitled "Shock Tube Pyroleses of
Some Organic Iodides."
Leaving the University of
•:•<

••:•
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WALT DISNEY'S

| "The Incredible
Journey"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEK

!
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All these...and lots more
complimentary activities!
See your
» Campus Organizer now! .
The Bi-rmu<ki Trail'' Di'velopment Board
6?0 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10020

Buffalo, Newsham began work
immediately for D u p o n t —
he planned to try working in industry for five years, and then
change to teaching if he
found industry unsatisfactory.
He stayed for two and a half
years, but discovered that "in
big industry, they are out to
make money. You're limited in
things you're allowed to do, and
very greatly limited in things
you want to do. As a teacher,
you have more freedom to pick
the things you want to study —
such as the reactions you want
to concentrate on."
"Both my wife and I are 'outdoorsy' type people," said Mr.
Newsham, laughing about his recent chaperoning of an O. C.
canoe trip. "Next time I'll take
her with me." Both the Newshams are avid bowlers, and Mr.
Newsham expresses a desire to
try out for the faculty basketball
team.
No Skiing ... Yet
In addition, he enjoys surf
fishing — while visiting h i s
wife's parents on Cape Cod —
and ice skating. "But, so far, not
skiing — not after seeing Mr.
Walsh limping around campus
since I came here," he joked.
Also an amateur cabinet maker,
Newsham built his own stereo,
and plans to build a cabinet for

g_

i

*

Lantern Room

! - Bert's Drive-in 750 Sabattus St.
HOME OF THE 19c
HAMBURGER

BABy

Ship l

(Dine At The
Lantern Room)

A PARAMOUNT PttEA&C

Everyday packed with action^
...new friends...fun!
■tJPf.— Get acquainted dance.
(Wear Bermudas!) .MO.>'.Collepe Day at the beach. Talbot Brothers Calypso, College
Queen Contest, barbecue lunch.
TUBS.—Jail session. Limbo
contest, buffet lunch. WK1I.
— Cruise to St. George, Steel
Band entertainment, Combey
dancers, refreshments.
I III Its.
ii your own:
swim, shop, sighlsee, sports.
Fill.-College Week Revueentertainment. Tennis finals.

j

JERRY LEWIS!

GiveUpL_A
MARCH 22-APRIL 11

THREE
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PRISCILLA

Ritz Theatre

Fri., Sat., Sun.
Continuous Fri. from 5 p.
Sat. from 1 p.
Sun. from 3 p.

Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Nov. 7, 8, 9

"The Man From
The Diner's Club'
Danny Kaye
Cara Williams
Martha Hyer

'Jason And The
Argonauts"
Todd Armstrong
Nancy Kovack
(Color - WideScreen)

su::i nrr:

'TWICE
TOLD
TALES"

Shakespeare Visits U N of Poetry
By JANET McEACHERN

modern or ancient poetry—from
the United States and other
Sunday night in the depths of
countries — congregate for an
Pettigrew Hall a strong-willed
evening of poetic appreciation.
shrew was again tamed as ProAt the first meetings at his
fessor John Tagliabue's Shakespeare class, under the auspices house this year some German
of the United Nations of Poetry, poems were read: Martine Burpresented The Taming of the din, freshman student from
France, read some French
Shrew.
pieces; Mr. Pei-chih Hsieh, ChiThis presentation was just one
nese History teacher, read some
of the activities of this informal Li Po; and Professor Tagliabue
group which gathers about every
read some of his own poems
three weeks at the Tagliabue which were just published by
house. Here students who enjoy New Deviations.
reading poetry to each other,
Says Professor Tagliabue: "It's
sometimes their own, sometimes
good to make a spiritual pastime
or a festival of reading poems
it in some future leisure time.
aloud; it's a liberal art to enThe Newshams have two small joy listening; so these meetings
children — a two and a half resound."
year old boy, and a girl who will
have her first birthday within
the next few weeks.
1C

Clini

"I'm working harder here
than at Dupont," Mr. Newsham
stated. "I have to work to keep
up with the students — they ask
'why?' to things I used to take
for granted from my professors."

(Continued from page one)
graduates Clarence Quimby '10,
with fifty years experience,
whom Bates students recognize
as the young fellow who MC'd
this year's Homecoming Football
Rally.
(He's
also Professor
Brooks Quimby's big brother.)
Other honored coaches from
Bates will be George Hutchinson '21, Lawrence Bagley '26,
Nellie Mae Lange '25, and Frank
Cooper.

Concerning his method of
teaching,
and especially in
answer to certain complaints
about the difficulty and length of
his assigned problems, Mr. Newsham defended himself by say-•:• ing, "I think the best way for
people to learn, especially in
sciences, is to work problems.
You can probably learn more by
All the distinguished guests
grinding through a hard problem
than you can in lecture — and I will be presented to the audiprobably learn as much from ence before the final panel disthem as my students do."
cussion which will begin at 7:15
in the auditorium of the Little
Theater.

- with VINCENT PRICE
(Technicolor)
//

By SUE LORD '66
Joining the faculty as an Instructor in French is Robert J.
Havers. Born in Arkansas, Havers has lived in Texas for
most of his life, and was graduated from Rice Institute (now
Rice University) where he earned both his bachelor's degree
and his master's.
Having completed his degree*
requirements. Havers
went Bates, you know, the students
abroad for further study in can produce what you ask,
j Paris at the Bibliotheque Na- whereas at the University you
j tionale. Germany and Holland had to test the students out."
Havers has no criticism of
I also caught his interest. Upon
; returning to the states, he Bates so far. and seems to like
taught at the University of Ore- teaching here very much. "Of
course, I have just arrived," he
gon for three years.
laughed.
A bachelor, Havers was free to
Besides his interest in the
return to Paris a second time
French
language, he is an art
for more research. While in Europe this time, he also explored collector and painter. He enjoys
Belgium extensively. Currently art, history, browsing through
[he is working on his doctoral museums and collecting prints,
drawings and woodcuts. Havers
dissertation at Columbia.
has a penchant for oriental art
When asked to compare the and Italian primitive painting.
University of Oregon and Bates, Someday soon he hopes to visit
Havers observed in his Texas the Treat Gallery in Pettigrew
drawl, "The classes are smaller Hall.
here and there is more personal
While at Bates, Havers is
contact between teacher and teaching both introductory and
student. The students them- intermediate French. He hopes
selves are not too much differ- to stay here indefinitely, but
ent, but I feel I can demand more "that depends not so much on
at Bates because the students are how I like the school, but on how
more carefully selected. At well the school likes me."

THE
"HOB B"

!

MARY HAD
A LITTLE"

— Closed Wednesdoys —
. . .> Siiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiin'''
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LAUNDRY
SERVICE
OF ALL
TYPES

At 8:15 a Collegiate Debate on
the High School Proposition, by
Bates debaters Morris Lelyveld
'64, Robert Boyd '64, Richard
Rosenblatt '66, and Norman
Bowie '64 will round out the
day's debating activities. A brief
critique on their debate by J.
Weston Walsh will conclude this
fiftieth anniversary program of
the Bates League.

FOUR
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Editorials

1

I The Commitment To Education) SOUTH

OF

PARIS

<*}

A situation which is potentially one of the most important
By PETER REICH '65
to get out, bumped his head, finevents in the history of the College has arisen within the last
In
some
of
the
contemporary
ished getting out, and then stood
week. We are speaking of the faculty decision instituting
compulsory attendance at the Academic Colloquium this European films such as Last Year emptily in the wind, shaking.
At Marienbad, Eclipse, and the Over his head, in an apartment
month.
Fellini films, it seems as if the building across the street, a woThe irony of this decision is frightening — not only be- directors, more than the actors, man shook out a carpet; and
cause compulsion in regard to learning is the very antithesis are trying to convey not only a next to me the young man, who
of a liberal education, but because there is the possibility story, but also the very emotions was shaking his head violently,
that some — student and faculty alike — do not realize this felt by the characters. 8M is not put the green pen in his pocket,
paradox involved in the decision.
just an account of the events in- stood up, stepped over the brokWe emphasize that we are not calling for a reversal of this volved in making the film, it is en glass and went outside into
decision, but for a reversal in the thinking (or non-thinking) also an attempt by Fellini to re- the wind.
which has made this decision necessary. This thinking — the late, symbolically, what he ex•
•
•
reasons why and the causes which have led to the present perienced and how he experi- The customs office in Grenoble
situation — must be investigated. We must realize that the enced it.
is large and grey, with trucks in
faculty decision is not in any way a solution to the problem "Thus On One Level . . ."
front of it. Inside, it looks empty
as a whole (and only a poor solution to the practical prob- Thus on one level we have es- even when there are trunks and
lem of getting an audience for the colloquia).
sentially events, and on another suitcases, crates, and boxes
The situation — the problem — is: Why do we find such level an attempt to convey sym- stacked and strewn everywhere.
a lack in the College of that very spirit which we are sup- bolically the relation and mean- Two little men in blue with
posedly celebrating this year — namely, the "spirit of in- ing of the events as they were berets were there, smoking
quiry"? What has caused the students of this college to view perceived. It is a difficult idea Gauloise and pushing crate racks
education in the narrow sense so many of them do — namely, and did not begin to make itself piled high with boxes back and
as "grinding," or poring over textbooks for the "nuggets" of evident until I experienced some forth from the musty room into
a course? Why does the studentry, as a whole, have so little of these "2-level" events, which the noisy sunshine.
appreciation for music, intellectual discussion, and the ideas I will try to relate to you. I The customs office is in a small
of others as presented in speeches?
think it is interesting that the room just off the receiving room,
Where have the faculty failed in challenging the students? events which I described as with a small pane-glass door conWhy hasn't the Core Program developed the "spirit of in- characteristic of European films necting the two. The officer was
quiry" of which President Phillips spoke in his Convocation occurred to me in Europe, and inside the door with two Italian
address? What is it about the Freshman courses that devel- not in the U.S.A.
women, arguing loudly. But the
*
*
*
ops a "nugget-oriented mind"? Why has the Chapel Assemdoor was closed and dirty: There
bly program failed to develop (and in fact stifled) an appre- "2-level" Events
was no colour here, only distant
ciation for hearing the ideas of others through speeches?
This afternoon was colourless voices and hands waving, and I
The burden of responsibility, however, does not lie wholly and grey. I was in a small cafe had the feeling that had the
upon the faculty. We have been speaking here of the stu- drinking hot chocolate. Next to pane-glass door been opened, the
dents "as a whole" and "in general." It might be argued that me a young man was doing a voices would still have been as
most students really aren't interested in, or capable of deal- crossword puzzle with a green distant and far as they seemed
ing with, anything but "nuggets;" and perhaps this is true pen. It was quiet until a little with it closed.
(though we hate to admit it). But why is it that a liberal arts girl knocked a glass onto the The sounds and movement
college should have a majority of students who are uninter- floor. It shattered, the mother were a reflection of something
said "O malheur". The silence, that was not happening. Suddenested in a liberal arts education?
This calls into question administrative policies dealing and the green pen continued ly two small boys appeared in
with the admission of students, not to mention policies to- while the little girl smiled inno- the glass. They had grinning
faces and their small smudged
ward students who are already here. Why is so little respon- cently and vacantly.
Next to the window a man sat and silent fingers explored the
sibility delegated to students in areas of self-government?
This cannot be answered by saying that they don't deserve with two glasses of beer. The glass while they looked and
it; for irresponsible students shouldn't be here in the first beers sat on the table expectant- made faces at me. One of the
place. Furthermore, one duty of the College is to "develop ly until a car outside drove boys, the smaller, found a hole
character in the students;" and what does this mean if not onto the side walk and parked in one of the windows, and
its two front wheels in the two putting his lips to it, shouted a
to develop a sense of responsibility?
So far we have spoken of causes within the faculty and beers. An old man who shook, light song quickly out of the ofadministration which have resulted in the lack of commit- opened the car door and started fice and into the receiving room.
ment to a liberal arts education. What about causes within
the studentry itself? Where have students failed? When
have they failed to insist upon discussion of ideas in courses?
When have they taken advantage of a "nugget-minded" professor as a chance to avoid real study and real learning?
By BRADFORD F. ANDERSON '66
When have students refused to express their ideas and to
Most election results are readily predictable, and the Sentake an interest in education? It is as much a responsibility
atorial
returns of two weeks ago were no exception. After a
of the student to make classes as it is to attend them.
We have been told and we have said that it must be our rather ineffectual primary coupled with an apparently aborpurpose during this year to look forward to the next one- tive attempt at campaigning, defeat and I met again like old
hundred years. We cannot simply look back.
friends.
*
We have here outlined some problems which must be conSeveral things developed dur- that the Senators can do to residered, and some questions to guide our thinking. This
move the restrictive yoke of adthinking must take place. The necessity for requiring at- ing the campaign that deserve
recounting.
Particularly
striking
ministrative direction. They are
tendance at the Academic Colloquium should make both
faculty and student participants in the college dialogue pause was the indifference to our new outwardly minor things that beto reflect on the entire structure of their education.
form of government. Now I long in the realm of political
The faculty, however, is in a unique position — they are realize that reaction (or rather infighting but have a tremendous
both students and teachers. The challenge — the leadership the lack of it) is not novel for influence on the trends of pol— we feel, must come from them. Too often in the past there
has been an unwillingness on the part of the faculty to in- our campus; but it was partic- icy. One thing is certain: if this
ularly discouraging to find that Congress does not display unclude the studentry in their discussion.
Not only must the dialogue occur among the studentry and not many voters realized the po- usual motivation and resourceamong the faculty, but between these two groups also. Too tential benefits resulting from fulness in pursuit of a healthier
college society at the beginning,
many students have failed to develop a "spirit of inquiry" campus unification.
Somehow it has escaped no- it is going to be very hard for
simply because faculty leadership in education has failed to
tice that our chances for change any succeeding Congress to gain
show any sign of this spirit.
P. d E.
have just about doubled. We momentum.
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have had to wait one-hundred
years to observe co-educational
representation, which is not too
long to consider all the complex
implications.
Now that we seem able to handle integrated relationships, just
what can we honestly accomplish? It would be too much to
expect any satisfactory adoption
of one Sophomore idealist's program; re: Anderson's "Platform
for Liberal Collegiate Policies"
(a product obviously born in
moments of rare exaltation).
There are, however, many things

A continuous history of disappointments has seemed to make
Bates College a community of
fatalists. This type of philosophy
may have some seed of realism
in it, but not enough to be anymore than the easy way out.
Bearing in mind that there are
two likely methods of change,
determinism might be a more
suitable system of thought. We
can succeed by obliterating all of
our obstacles, or by building a
strong government that will take
the lead by the power of its
presence.

Christmas Cards
From UNICEF
Benefit Children
By JANET McEACHERN '66
Project yourself into the future about two months, and you
arrive at Christmas — a religious, and now social, celebration of giving — a joyous occasion of jolly Santa Clauses and
mounds of toys.
The United Nations Children's
Fund is a somewhat more serious-minded Santa to the children
of 116 different countries and
territories each year. Founded
by the UN General Assembly in
1946, UNICEF is the official UN
organization concerned with providing the basic essentials of life
to more than 659 million underprivileged children of every race,
religion, and political belief in
every part of the world.
UNICEF, although an integral
part of the United Nations, must
derive its income through voluntary contributions from individuals, governments, and certain
fund raising activities. The annual sale of UNICEF greeting
cards is one of these functions.
Famous artists throughout the
world, such as Ruben Friedwall,
Edward Ardizzone, Henry Moore,
and Arnold Blanch, contribute
designs for the cards, whose proceeds are quickly put into use by
UNICEF.
UNICEF cards are a double act
of giving, benefiting not only the
person who opens the mailbox
but children throughout the
world. The purchase of ten boxes
of cards will supply 400 children
with a glass of milk every day
for a full week; or will buy
enough penicillin to cure 100
children of the yaws; or will
provide an intensive three-year
treatment for four children suffering from leprosy; or will purchase enough DDT to protect 35
children against malaria for a
year.
Information concerning UNICEF
greeting cards may be obtained
from: U. S. Committee for
UNICEF Greeting Cards, P.O.
Box 22, Church Street Station.
New York 8, N. Y.
POTTERY CLASSES
Pottery Classes at the Jewish Community Center, 134
College Street, will be held
Friday afternoons from 1:30
to 3:30. The fee is S6.00 for
ten two-hour lessons (material included). The first class
was held on Friday, November 1. All those interested
are invited to come.
FILM CRITIC
During the past few weeks,
Sam Withers '65 has been
writing movie reviews for
the STUDENT.
He is now film critic for
the paper, and will be reviewing each Rob Players'
movie, as well as significant
films at Lewiston theatres.
Editor.
CHESS CLUB
Each Wednesday evening,
the Lewiston-Auburn Chess
Club meets at 7:30 in the
Municipal building in Auburn.
Anyone interested in playing chess is invited. Players
of varying ability are asked
to attend and to bring chess
sets with them.
For further information
see Mr. Nelson in Petiigrew
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Gals Revel In Patchy Dance Wesson: Author - Scholar
Returns For Second Time
As
Rides Again
»

i»

By SUE LORD '66
Down in Dogpatch Saturday
night the annual Sadie Hawkins
Dance reeled in the Alumni
Gym. Hundreds of women and
their captives lined the front
walk, waiting for their men's
waists to be measured. After the
measurements were taken, the
women paid three cents an inch
for the entrance fee.
Girls Amazed
Once in the door, the couples
joined the madding crowd. Howie Davidson played the hillbilly
music and much to the amazement of the girls, the Bates guys
actually square danced, twisted
and did the "Hora." The roar of
gleeful laughter, excited stomping, and wild applause lent a
raucous air to the proceedings.
Dogpatch costumes, quite ingeniously contrived, were the
rule. One well known couple
even split a pair of pajamas.
(She wore the top; he wore the
bottom.) "Official Falsie Inspector" Davis was also there to represent the American Dental Association.
Hillbilly Posters
"Colorful" posters designed by
the girls' dorms adorned the
walls of the gym in real hillbilly
style. "Wolf Gal," "Marryin'
Sam," and other characters from
"L'il Abner" were portrayed in
water colors by the girls.
Milliken House won first prize
in the poster contest with an entry of Lucy (of "Peanuts"
fame) carrying Pappy Yokum
over her shoulder. The caption:

"Get 'em while they're hot." And
get 'em they did, Marryin' Sam
reports. Walt Slovenski in the
form of Marryin' Sam gave
couples the opportunity to "git
hitched" with an official Bates
"blue slip". Credit must also be
given to the women for displaying their creative artistry in the
form of "corsages". Quite an array of concoctions were pinned
to many a man's shoulder.
A welcome break in the evening was the entertainment presented by the Merrimanders, John
Meyn '64 and Dick Crocker '66.
The Merris did their own interpretations of "Peter Piper," "It
Might as Well be Spring," and
the "Fight Song." This year as
an added attraction, WRJR an-

By LINDA MITCHELL '66
ializes in international relations
nounced the winner of the
After spending a year at St. and is one of the colleges of OxAM/FM "wireless" which was
Anthony's College, which spec- ford University, Dr. Robert G.
offered in connection with its
Wesson has returned to Bates
fund drive. Dick Andren '64 was
for
the second time in three
the lucky recipient. Genuine
years as a visiting professor of
Dogpatch refreshments of cider
and donuts were served, after
' government. He is currently
being raided prematurely by one
i taking the place of Dr. Wright as
group of starving guys and
'he did in 1961-1962.
gals.
Wesson has had a variety of
Yes, the campus does go wild
intellectual
and business experiat least one night out of the
ences since his graduation from
year. All pretenses of sophisticathe University of Arizona in
tion, inhibition and formality
1940 and the Fletcher School of
were lost in the frolic of Sadie
Law
and Diplomacy from which
Hawkins Day. Co - education's
he
received
his master's degree
joys were indeed enjoyed.
in
1941.
First,
he joined the
So, gals, put away your bear
United
States
Foreign
Service
traps and handcuffs and let the
for three years, serving as Viceguys take over! "And no two
Consul in Venezuela and Colways about that either."
ombia consecutively. Following
this, he joined the Navy for two
years.
Import Business
Dr. Robert G. Wesson
After a year at the Russian
L. Close, but no cigar.
Institute of Columbia University
S. What?
a wonderful girl if she can win and a year of traveling in EuL. Never mind.
Enter housemother on winged him $5.30. That is 53 cups of den rope, Wesson went to Costa Rica
coffee. Sadie is also number 68. and obtained an import business.
monster. Exit hollow men.
That is close enough. That is an- As a source of relaxation on
Scene 2.
A cavernous dimly lighted hall, other $5.30. The hollow man is weekendsfhe ran a dairy farm
reeking with the stench of years very, very happy. He tries to kiss which was located on the side of
of unwashed bodies. The hall is Sadie. Enter Zeus in a Volkswa- a volcano. Due to the political
festooned with gaity. Gaity is gon. Enter Pallas Athene in a situation, he left Costa Rica.
In 1956, Wesson began teach29c a roll at Woolworth's. The Pontiac. Pallas Athene disapair throbs with joyous strains. proves of the hollow man. She ing with the U. S. Information
The joyous strains are $150 a complains to Zeus. Zap. Fric- Service. After receiving his docnight, with half hour breaks. asseed hollow man down the torate in Political Science from
Columbia in 1961, he came to
Last year the joyous strains road — down the road . . .
Bates for a year.
were very brassy. I hope the
same joyous strains are not here
In addition to these ventures,
this year.
Wesson has written two books.
The first book, entitled Soviet
Anything for Money
Communes, has already been
Enter Sadie, disguised as a pig.
Patronize
published. It is a study of the exEnter hollow man. He is not holperiment made in the Soviet
low. In fact, he has a full tank.
Union before a limited form of
He is feeling no pain. He thinks
Our
collective farming was decided
Sadie is very beautiful. Actually
upon. His second book, which is
Sadie is not beautiful. Sadie is
Advertisers
in the process of being published,
very ugly. The hollow man has
is entitled, The American Probwon the pot. He has $5.30 in
lem, and deals with the basic
D
dimes.
problems of the cold war.
He thinks that Sadie must be

Horn And The Hounds
By WILLIAM HISS '66
Scene 1.
The end of a long corridor in a
brightly lighted but dingy building. A group of the hollow men
sit motionless and staring on the
floor around the phone booth.
They seem to wait for it to ring.
A bell tolls out in the distance.
Immediately the phone rings.
The leader of the hollow men
answers. The giddy, babbling
voice of Sadie:
Sadie. Hiya there, Sadie callin'.
You got some men there?
Leader. Yea. What number you
got?
S. 68.
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MONDAY
News, Weather
and Sports
Bill Young
Show
Masterworks
News, Weather
and Sports

TUESDAY
News, Weather
and Sports
Norm Bowie
Show
Masterworks
News, Weather
and Sports

10:15

Insight
Steve Adams

11:00

Music
Til Midnight

TIME
6:30
6:45
8:00
10.00

THURSDAY
News, Weather
and Sports
Record Room
Dick Dow
Masterworks
News, Weather
and Sports

Folk
Hour

WEDNESDAY
News, Weather
and Sports
Ron Green
Show
Masterworks
News, Weather
and Sports
Contemporary
Music
John David

Music
Til Midnight

Music
Til Midnight

Music
Til Midnight

SUNDAY
6:30 News, Weather and Sports
6:45 Broadway Music Hall — David Williams
8:00 Pianoforte — Bruce Cooper

*ien PUNA UTfli EARLIER MEXTTIME.' I HATE THIS TRYING
TO eex A mm AT THE V&Sf U5T MINUTE.*

TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery

BATES ELECTRONICS
783-2269
783-0608

CAA^^/oiAKOM- PIT

STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

^rnURWESTBWSTEER
WA WESTERN IKTMSSPWERB

CHUCK
WAGON
Y» &Iiye <n-R«stourortt
-

t. ■_

720
4&Jjmfti&z
SabatwaSi.
Op«a Oaltjr 11:00 AJtf. to 2:00 AJL

91.5 FM

WRJR SCHEDULE

800 AM

SO Lisbon Street

Dial 784-5241

Jazz
John David

10:00
10:15

FRIDAY
News, Weather
and Sports
Pete Heyel
Weekend Eve
Masterworks
News, Weather
and Sports
Discussion
or
Dramatic
Presentation

News, Weather and Sports
Sleepy Time Express
— Tom Wyatt

BEDARD'S
MAINE'S ONLY
DRIVE-IN PHARMACY
Phone 4-7521
Lewislon. Maine
Cor. College and Sabarrus Sis.

203 College Street
ICE CREAM and CANDY
Of All Kinds

TURGEON'S

NAULT'S

PRESCRIPTION
PHARMACY
A. Turgeon, Reg. Ph.
392 Lisbon St. Lewislon, Me.
Tel. 783-1486
ZENITH HEARING AIDS
BATTERIES AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES

JERRY'S VARIETY

Hospital Square
ESSO SERVICENTER
Dial 782-9170
305 Main St.

Lewislon. Me.

Lubrication - Washing
Tire Repair - Anfi-Freeze
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McKusick BreaksRecords;
Dalers Continue To Win
By AL HARVIE '65
Coach Walt Slovenski's crosscountry team continued its ferocious winning pace by extending
its record to eight wins against
only one loss, with that to the
Yankee Conference Champs, the
U. of Maine. They defeated
B o w d o i n College Saturday
morning 16-46. On Friday afternoon at the Franklin Park
course in Boston, both varsity
and freshman teams were entered in the E.C.A.C. meet.
Providence College swept the
varsity meet with a score of 20
points, but two runners from
Central Connecticut, Ray Crothers, and two-time defending
champ Jim Keefe, placed first
and second respectively with
Crothers' time of 20 mins. 33
sees, establishing a new E.C.A.C.
record. Central Conn, was second with 49 points, followed by
M.I.T. with 47, Bates 77, and
Trinity 135.
Varsity finishers for Bates
were Finn Wilhelmsen in seventh spot, nosing out Capt. Eric
Silverberg in eighth position,
Ken Trufant 14th, Basil Richardson 17th, and Marsh Snow
31st. Incidentally, finishing third
in the meet was M.I.T.'s fine
runner, Sumner Brown, who last
week edged out Bates' Karl McKusick by only three seconds.
Garnet E-racer
While the record books were
being rewritten by the varsity
runners, a few more were written by Bates' phenomenal freshman Karl McKusick. Karl turned
in the fastest time ever by a
yearling cross-country
runner
over the Franklin Park course.
Not only did he establish a new
course record, but also a new
E.C.A.C. mark, and as if this
weren't enough, it is also a new
New England record. The previous fastest time was set last
year by Dave Dunsky of Northeastern, whose time of 13 mins.
24 sees, was bettered by two seconds by McKusick.
The Bobkittens, led by McKusick, finished third by Providence College and Central Conn-

SAM'S
Esso Servicenter
S34 Main St.
Lewislon, Me.
To All Bates Students and
Faculty — 10% and Green
Stamps On All Accessories
Tires and Tubes
Front End Alignment,
Wheel Balancing, Tuneup,
Free Pickup and Delivery
Service

ecticut. Scoring for the freshman team were: McKusick 1st.
Paul Swensen 11th, Kim Kreutzig 13th, Bruce Lyman 19th,
and John Baldwin 23rd.
Soaky Sweep
On Saturday morning at Bowdoin, McKusick returned to the
varsity to lead the Garnet over
the rain-soaked course, beating
the then existing course record
by twenty-five seconds. Capt.
Eric Silverberg finished second
and also beat the old record.
Finn Wilhelmsen finished only
two sees, over the record in
third place with Ken Trufant
right behind him in fourth
place. Bert Babcock ruined a
perfect sweep for Bates by finishing fifth for Bowdoin. Paul
Swensen finished sixth with
Basil Richardson seventh, Don
Cellar ninth, and Marsh Snow
tenth.
Come One Come All
This week the cross-country
team closes out its season with
a home meet against St. Anselm
College Friday afternoon at 2
p.m. This will be the last crosscountry meet for Capt. Eric Silverberg and senior classmate
Finn Wilhelmsen. For those of
you who haven't seen these two
run, along with frosh sensation
Karl McKusick, and sophomore
Ken Trufant, it is indeed a rare
treat to see them perform. The
best spot for viewing the meet is
inside the Bates Student entrance to Garcelon field.
STATE SOCCER
STANDINGS
W
L
Colby
2
0
Bates
3
1
Bowdoin
1
1
Maine
0
4

T
1
1
2
0

STATE FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
W L
Maine
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby

2
2
0
0

0
0
2
2

TRACK CANDIDATES
There will be a brief but
important meeting of all
winter track candidates in
the cage today at 5 p. m.
Anyone who is unable to attend is asked to speak
with Coach Slovenski prior
to the meeting.

Provencher Hill
FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR

HEADQUARTERS

ALL OCCASIONS

FOR

Tel. 784-5563

Bobcats Close Season Saturday
With Evenly Matched Mules
By KEITH BOWDEN '64
This Saturday the Bates Bobcat varsity football squad travels to Waterville for their final
encounter of the season. The opposition Colby Mules will be
looking to maintain the supremacy they have enjoyed over Bates
in the past several years, while
the Bobcats will be looking to
reverse this trend.
It's Been Too Long
Bates has not beaten Colby
since 1956. The senior class of
1964 has yet to see Bates prevail
over Colby in football, so a win
in Waterville would be highly
rewarding. Last year, a winless
Colby team stunned Bates 16-12
in a rain-soaked game at Garcelon field.
The game appears to be a tossup on paper. Colby has a 2-5
record, while the 'Cats are 2-4.
The Mules, like the Bobcats,
have seen a first half lead over
Bowdoin
evaporate as they
came out on the short end of a
22-14 verdict.
Last week, Colby also felt the
sting of mighty Maine before a
homecoming crowd, as they were
crushed 55-12. This game will
produce an added incentive for
both teams. The winner will
escape occupying the cellar in
the final state series standings.
Key Men
Key players to watch for
Colby will be quarterback John
Robbat and end Bruce Waldman, the favorite target of Robbat's aerials. Jim Lambert will
provide much of the running
punch as his 98 yard kickoff return against Maine testifies.
Another Colby face
who

CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

By MARCIA FLYNN '65
At this point many may feel
that the girls' field hockey team
is this year a nonentity. I wish
to refute this sentiment and report that potential is high this
year for a good team to represent us at the playday, November
16th. Unfortunately, the weather of last week hindered some
good practice time. Moreover,
a game had been planned for
last Wednesday with Plymouth
State which had to be cancelled
because of our first snow!
Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights
SHELL PRODUCTS
Lowest Prices in Town

TURCOTTE'S
GARAGE

Lewiston's Only Radio Dispatch
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Leonard Turcotte, Prop.
865 Sabattus St.
Lewiston

BUY WHERE MOST BATES PEOPLE DO
See SHEP LEE at

. . .

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN, MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
VALIANT-PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL
5-Year and 50,000 Mile Guarantee
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10% Discount on All Service Work to Bates-Affiliated People

73 Lisbon St.

Lewislon

Capt.
Paul
Planchon,
John
Schatz, Ron Stead, John Donovan, Bill Graham, Dave Piasecki
and Dave and Dan Stockwell.
Another large contingent of
Bates rooters, such as the one at
Bowdoin. would be appreciated
by all the players.

MacNevin's pass try to Yuskis barely misses TD

Cheerleader
Another perky cheerleader where she can further her favhelping the squad cheer the orite pastime. As an excellent
Bobcats onward is Florence Watson, better known as Terri. A
member of the squad for two
years, Terri admits that she is
very impressed with the new
cheers of this year.
Coming from the fair city of
Wethersfield, Conn., she is able
to do much horseback riding for
she is fortunate to have the nearby Thurston stables available

W. A. A, News

DIAMONDS
Members American Gem Society

should be familiar to most Bobcat rooters will be that of Vern
Ullom, last year's line coach at
Bates and now occupying the
same position at Colby.
Last Go
Seniors who will be playing
their last game for Bates include

New Blood
Those out for the team are:
Cindy Bagster-Collins,
Penny
Brown, Martha Buzzell, Pris
Clark, Dale Cooperson, Judy
Deitz,
Ingrid
Earn,
Marcia
Flynn, Liz Frangedakis, Holly
Hagedorn, Betsy Hormex, Trish
Hayes, Judy Johnson, Joyce
Kate, Sue Maryalma, Jane McGrath, Karin Mueller, Kathy
Pease, Sue Pritcher, Bonnie Popek, Carol Renard, Sara Schenk,
Cathy Southall, Hildy Spooner,
Carol Sue Steeleman, Betsey
Tarr, Carolyn Thomas, Gail
Tupper, Judy Lulin, Barb Williams, Jay Uells, Sue Frances,
Debby Bartlett, Chris Falk, Penny Barbour, Janet Grossman,
Sue Stanley, and Barb Remick.

(Talbot Photo)
rider, Terri spends many long
hours jauntily sitting and training the horses at the stables.
A junior here at Bates, Miss
Watson is kept very busy with
her studies, but still finds time to
be an active member in both the
French and Riding Clubs. At the
present time, Terri is a French
major but has no definite plans
for the future (I bet Pete Peterson might fall into some plan,
though). In any event, Terri,
keep up the good work!

There has been no first team
picked from this group since
WARD'S TV Inc.
Coach Miss Janet Nell has not a COLOR and BLACK and WHITE
sufficient chance to view all
candidates. However, it is exComplete Line of
pected that the traveling eleven Transistor Radios and Stereos
will be announced within the
next two weeks.
288 Lisbon St., Lew.
782-3711

SMITTY'S
Barber Shop

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

274 Sabattus St.
Lewiston
Tel. 782-9010
Specializing in
FLAT TOPS
ALWAYS TWO BARBERS

Modern Cleaners

Open - Mon.-Sat., 8-5
Closed Wednesday

Campus Agent
PAUL PLANCHON
BILL MacNEVIN
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Bobcat Of The Week

SEVEN

Colby Edges Booters Out Of First Place; Tickets For
Colby Game
Tie Bowdoin, 2-2, In Rain Soaked Game
Away Games:

By AL WILLIAMS '64

It is very unique for a freshman to receive Bobcat of the
Week honors, and it is even more
unique for him to receive it
twice. This week frosh crosscountry standout Karl McKusick

Nov. 2 — 1:30 p. m. at Bowdoin
The Bates soccer team's five game winning streak came to a close last Thursday when Nov. 9 — 1:30 p. m. at Colby
the always strong Colby mule beat the Bobcats 2-1 in a game not lacking excitement. On Ticket Sale — At the Bates AthSaturday, under the worst conditions possible, the Bowdoin Polar Bear and the Bates team
letic Office beginning on the
fought (or rather swam) to a 2-2 deadlock.
Monday prior to the game and
Deadlock Broken
ending at noon on Friday.
I ten gave center forward Bob goalie caught Bob Lanz's boot in
The Colby Mule, led by a I Lanz. a goal on a head ball in the Colby goal area. The alert
Bates Students: Upon presengreat goalie, moved into the first front of the Colby nets to make Colby net-tender was credited
tation of "ID" cards, students
spot in the State Series with the score 1 up. Both teams with 28 saves compared to eight
may purchase student tickets
their tight win over the Garnet. missed numerous scoring oppor- for the Bates goalie.
for $1.00. The $1.00 student
Center halfback George Beebe
The Mule broke into the scoring tunities in' the final quarter.
ticket cannot be purchased on
With less than five minutes re- was outstanding both in ability
column late in the second quarthe day of the game anywhere.
maining in the game, a Colby and hustle in the Garnet secondter after a pretty even first quar- lineman booted home a tally out
Student
Guests: Tickets for
ary. Bespectacled "Beebs" reter. The garnet five came back of a mix-up in front of the Bates fused to give up on any ball in
guests, to be seated with stuafter halftime with a determina- goal, and the fate of the Bobcat the first half and was all over
dents, may be purchased for
tion to even the score. A beauti- was sealed. The game ended on the field. Fullbacks Bob Thomp$2.50
at the Bates Athletic
ful pass from captain Lloyd Bun- a typical note when the Colby son and Todd Lloyd, except for
Office only. They cannot be
two momentary lapses, played
purchased anywhere on the
almost flawlessly
defensively.
day of the game.
Sophomore Mike Hine definitely
played his best game of the seaAll Other*: This is an all-reBy DON BLUMENTHAL '64 : pay station for another six point son at halfback. Alert Bob
served seat game. The price of
While the "Kinger" is taking tally. Darkness soon prevailed, Kramer saved a goal late in the
admission is $2.50. Tickets can
and the votes were tallied with third quarter.
his short, but much needed vabe purchased at the site of the
J.B. wrapping up their second
cation, I will attempt to weave consecutive championship, 12-0. Musical Chairs
game.
In the game at Bowdoin, the
my way into the realm of the
In B League action a vicious first quarter belonged to the Admission:
creative, artistic (that's close)
sports writing field and bring wall (or should I say Hall) from Bowdies, the second to the
Bates Students: Students holdNorth stopped the boys from J.B. Bobcats, the third to Bowdoin
you up to date on the intramural
ing the $1.00 student tickets
The Smith North villains came and the fourth to the rain. The
scene.
right back to uproot the Play- Polar Bear erected a 1-0 lead in
will be admitted only at the
It is unfortunate that snow, juniors 14-2. W. Parker and S.
Visiitng Student Entrances at
the first quarter. Steve Barron
rain, and forfeits altered this South C won by forfeits.
tied
the
score
on
a
kick
in
front
Bowdoin and Colby Colleges..
week's action. However, our beof the goal. The wet ground and
Students will be asked to
loved, inane Maine afforded us Sorry, No Horses
Because the expert is on vaca- puddles make kicking excepa few days of sunshine.
show their Bates Identification
tion this week (as he is every tionally difficult. On this goal
A Foggy Day
Cards when they present their
week) there won't be any Bob Lanz and Dan Hagglund
It was another dismal day for horses to watch.
admission tickets at the host
also added their impetus to the
the Playbunnies. (And bunnies
Sadie Hawkins was as lovely ball. Bruce Petersen's first goal
colleges.
they were as they danced as ever even though Sliver of the season on a rebound shot
Student Guests and Others:
around looking for each other's thought differently about the gave the garnet a 2-1 lead at half
Enter
any gate.
tail to play with.) It seems that whole situation.
time. The Bowdoin eleven came
Mistah Bekoff and company
Important
Finally, if it doesn't snow, back strong after the half to tie
were more interested in playing
the
score
on
a
beautiful
head
there will be a second place batTicket reservations may be
doll house than in playing a fair
tle this afternoon between the goal. Then the rains descended
championship J.B. team.
made
by telephone, but must be
and
the
soccer
game
became
A teams of Roger Bill and West.
The Playthings, as they are
picked up by noon on the Friday
more of a water polo match.
Standings
now known, got off to their
Bates's chances of winning the before the game. Tickets cannot
usual start as J.B.'s Ron Vance
A League
state series championship have be reserved by telephone after
uncorked a nifty 30 yd. T.D.
W
T
I.
dimmed considerably after last this time.
aerial to the long outstretched
4
0
0
JB
week's play, but a win at Colby
Refunds cannot be made on
hands of Ian Pravda. At this
1
1
1
WP
would still assure the booters of tickets after noon on the Friday
point I must conjecture that
1
RB
1
1
at least a tie depending on the before the game.
Y.A (he still has that name?)
2
1
. "1
OC
outcome of the Colby-Bowdoin
Wallach looked awfully funny
For additional information tel0
1
EP
3
game. The last home game of
leaping into the thin air and
the season will be November 6 ephone Bates Athletic Office,
B
League
getting nothing but a few off
2-6221.
against Clark.
W
color comments.
3
SM
Frustrated Strategy
SN
3
The Playboys were not to be
1
RB
denied however, as they began
SS
1
their new found strategy. Not
1
OC
calling plays in the huddle
JB
1
proved to be successful as the
C League
rattled Bloop (that's me)
W
launched two wobblers to suave
3
JB
Harv. Al reciprocated by firing
2
WP
three bombs to yours truly. The
2
SM
Playboys missile program was
2
SN
short - lived as Jeff H i 11 i e r
1
SS
plucked in a misguided bomb of
0
EP
Don King and roared into the

ilaomrr'a Sanirr

(Farrington Photo)
has been awarded the honor for
the second time this fall.
In winning the E.C.A.C. championship meet Friday, the personable youth established new
Franklin Park course, E.C.A.C.
frosh, and New England frosh
records. The never unwinding
McKusick bounced right back
Saturday morning, running in
the rain to establish a new Bowdoin course record. Running at
Bowdoin, Karl was signalled the
wrong way, returned to the
course, and still beat the existing record by 25 seconds.
In competing against nine colleges thus far this fall, Karl
has beaten sixty-two competitors, excluding his teammates,
and has been beaten only by
Sumner Brown of M.I.T. by
three seconds.
Karl climaxed his first season
for the Garnet and White by becoming the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Freshman
Cross-Country Champion and set
himself up as a strong prospect
in the I.C.4 A's. in New York,
November 18.

Louis P. Nolin :.

Corner Ash and Lisbon Sis.
Member American Gem Soc.
WATCH REPAIRING
AND DIAMONDS

On Route 100 & 202. Just Outside Auburn, Half Mile from
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
783-1488 . . . Room Phone
STARDUST MOTEL
Exclusive But Not Expensive

LOU'S PLACE
Catering to Bates Students
Enjoy Yourself Where the Gang
Meets
.
.
Regular Meals
Served — Pizzas — Steaks —
Sandwiches
—
Refreshments'
777 Main St.
Lewiston
Opp. the Mart

Too many hands foil Interception (Kahrl Photo)

, ••

VICTOR NEWS COMPANY
50 Ash Street, Lewiston

Opposite Post Office

PAPERBACKS
LARGEST SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
IN THE STATE
Barnes & Noble College Outline Series

— SCHOOL SUPPLIES

—

Book Dept. open 8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sundays to 9:30 p.m.
First Floor open 5:30 a. m.-lC p. m.; Sundays to 9:30 p. m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

DeWITT
HOTEL

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.

Nearest the College
SI.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials - 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
TeL 7M-5491

Roger and Regina LaBrecque
195 Lisbon Street

Dial 784-4587

Lewiston

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —

*~—
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Brash Bowdies Squeak By Cats, 14-7
Penalty Calls Set Up Key Score
In Closing Minutes Of Contest
By DON DELMORE '64

With NICK BASBANES
After witnessing last Saturday's game between our 'Cats
and the Polar Bears of Bowdoin, I couldn't help leaving the
field filled with mixed emotions. The foremost of these was
of course depression over the fact that we weren't the victors.
Another was revulsion, and that due to the deplorable atti-!
tude displayed by the Bowdoin loyalists. I'm not referring to |
the Bowdoin team now, for they are a fine unit who should be
proud of their achievements. But instead, I am taking notice
of that representative group of "students" who provided the
halftime "entertainment." The festivities so meticulously
prepared were not so much amusing as they were revealing.
For through the entire farce these Bowdies proved themselves to be in possession of a decadent sense of humor.
Actually, the whole series of events started last week when
members of our team received lollypops in the mail from
Bowdoin. Now even though this is a senseless move, for all
it could possibly do was to get our men more "up", I must
admit that it was pretty funny. But the humor was taken
out of it when at the game these polar bears decided to make
a sordid spectacle of themselves by using the prank of their
lollypops as the basis for their mirth.
Now ordinarily I wouldn't take exception to point out
such a lack in character. However, this isn't the first time
that it has been in evidence. For if many of you will recall,
last basketball season the same type of humor was displayed
when we played Bowdoin here. It was observed then by my
former colleague that the Bowdies' actions had their foundations stemming from "deep within the bowels of the earth."
Perhaps I can borrow this observation and apply it to last
Saturday. In conclusion, I will say that Bowdoin should pride
themselves with their win: For the irony of the whole mess
shows that even though they were the on-paper winners, in
the eyes of all the spectators, they were the biggest losers.
With regard to the game itself, the constant rain made for
a messy contest on the field. And equally as sloppy as the
turf was the officiating. I do realize that the inclement conditions made it somewhat difficult to observe the game as
closely as normal conditions would provide. However, some
of the calls were obviously made in poor judgment. I am
referring specifically here to that interference call made late
in the fourth quarter which set up Bowdoin's winning touchdown. Two of our secondary men and one Bowdoin receiver
were pursuing the ball in the end zone. The pass was thrown
and knocked down, quite legally, by a Bates man. The official closest to the play called it, as we in the stands had
called it, an incompleted pass. But another official, estimated
to be from twenty to thirty-five yards away from the play,
called interference. This crucial call gave Bowdoin the ball
with first down on the Bates one yard line instead of fourth
down and six on the fifteen. The anticlimatic and deciding
touchdown came one play later. Now I'm not being a sore
sport and saying that we shouldn't have lost the game. All
I'm saying is that I would have felt better about its result if
Bowdoin had made the touchdown from the fifteen instead of
from the one.
State Series action ends this Saturday with two important
battles on the docket. Bowdoin and Maine will meet at Orono
to decide who is the state's best (though there isn't really
any doubt). Both are in possession of series records of two
wins and no losses. The less noteworthy but equally important tilt is at Waterville. It is crucial due to the possible results involved: The loser winds up in the cellar with no wins
and three losses, while the winner manages to salvage off a
piece of state prestige.

The Bobcats suffered a heartbreaking 14-7 defeat at the hands of Bowdoin in Brunswick
last Saturday at rain-soaked Whittier Field. A fired-up Bates squad crying "Remember the
Lollypops" held the lead for all but the final 2:56 of the game. At this point the Polar Bears
tallied after a very questionable pass interference call by a field judge approximately
twenty yards from the play.
'Cats Claw Early
*■
Bates elected to receive the hit right end Frank Drigotas on | viewing the play at an extremekickoff and 1:21 later the visi- the Bobcat five, but a clipping I ly difficult angle. The 'Cats protors had a 7-0 lead. Big Tom Carr infraction by Bowdoin resulted i tested with little success and
received the opening kick on his in a fifteen yard penalty and set | the "choke" call set up the
own twenty and smashed up the up a third down play on the j winning touchdown. Harrington
middle until finally brought Bates twenty.
'dived from the one for the score
down on the Bobcat forty-nine.
Harrington once again took to ■ and then passed to Hookc for the
On the second play from scrim- the air and lofted a pass to Bob conversion to make the score
mage, Carr broke through the Hooke in. the Bates end zone. 14-7 with 2:56 remaining.
right side, cut to his left, and Paul Planchon and John Yuskis
Defeat was a tough pill to
outran all Polar Bear defenders were right on the play and swallow after the 'Cats had outto paydirt. The brilliant touch- blanketed the Polar Bear re- scored the Polar Bears for all but
down run covered fifty-one ceiver. The official nearest the the final two minutes. Statistics
yards. Freshman Bill Paris gave play ruled it an incomplete pass, indicate the Bobcats were outBates a 7-0 lead with a place- but the field judge ruled pass j played, but whether they were
ment conversion.
interference although he was at . legitimately outscored is still
The remainder of the first and least twenty yards away and quite doubtful.
the entire second quarter were
played to a standoff. The Polar
Bears threatened twice in the
second period but both times
the 'Cats successfully met their
challenges. Another
Bowdoin
drive was halted on the Bates
sixteen as time ran out in the
first half.
Bowdies Score
Fullback Carr, playing equally well on offense and on defense, recovered a Bowdoin
fumble on the Polar Bear thirtyone following the second half
kickoff. However.
the 'Cats
failed to move the ball and were
forced to punt. Quarterback Bob
Harrington, who amazed Bates
and Bowdoin fans alike with his
pinpoint passing and perfect
execution of the option play,
now directed another Polar Bear MacNevin runs the option with Carr blocking (Kahrl Photo)
march downfield. The threat
appeared to be stalled on the
SPORTS CALENDAR
Saturday. Nov. 9
Bobcat eleven as halfback Jack
•Football at Colby
Williams intercepted a Harring- Wednesday, Nov. 6
•Soccer at Colby
ton aerial. But a Bates fumble
Soccer here with Clark
Monday, Nov. 11
was recovered by Bowdoin tacCross Country at New Engkle Dave Andrew' on the next Friday. Nov. 8
lands (Boston)
Cross Country here with St.
play at the nine, and the stalled
Anselm's
•State
Series Competition
drive began again.
On the third play from scrimmage, Harrington rolled out and
BEARS BEAR OUT
hit fullback Bill Farley in the
Bates
Bowdoin
end zone with a three yard flip
to make the score 7-6. The same
18
3
play was attempted for the two- First downs
point conversion but this time Rushing yardage .
136
221
the pass fell incomplete. Bates
86
21
still led 7-6 with :49 remaining Passing yardage
in the third quarter.
19
11
Passes attempted
The determined Bobcats en2
12
tered the fourth period with the Passes completed
objective of protecting their one
1
1
point lead and preserving a hard Passes intercepted
fought victory. .With five min- Punts — yardage
7-37
5-31
utes remaining, however, Bow3
2
doin began another drive, high- Fumbles
lighted by three first down com- Fumbles lost
2
1
pletions from Harrington to his
8-103
6-60
left end Jim MacAllen. He then ; Penalties — yards
T - - - - ---——————————■

- - HAY RIDE PARTIES - DANCING, TOO

of Lewiston and Auburn

OLD SAND FARM
DESERT ROAD
Tel. 865-6004 or 865-4972

First-Manufacturers
National Bank

FREEPORT

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED

BIOLOGICALS

for Bates Students at
456 SABATTUS ST.

Main St. at Bates St.

Member F.D.I.C.

Tel. 783-2011

PINELAND
MOTEL
Phones in Rooms
- Free TV Located on U.S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn, Maine
Dial 783-2044
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